
ORDER ONLINE AT www.universalservicesuk.co.uk

CLOCKS

LED DIGITAL CLOCK
Wall-mounted LED clock with 4 red LED digits with unbreakable and anti-reflection
polycarbonate front face, mains powered. Comes with infra-red control

CLK/001/LED* 	 9cm high digits - Readability Distance: 35m 	 	£448.70	each
CLK/002/LED* 	 12cm high digits - Readability Distance: 50m 	 	£670.94	each
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SQUARE TIME OF DAY CLOCK
CLK/001/STD* 	 	£168.07	each
18” (450mm) sq time of day clock with a constantly moving sweeping second hand (suitable for both time of 
day and pace timing), set within a aluminium frame. White dial with black numbers and red 5-60 second inner 
ring. Fitted with a high torque quartz movement. LR6 (AA) Alkaline battery (included) with an approximate 
viewing distance of 40m. Suitable for sports halls and swimming pool areas

OPEN FACED TIME OF DAY CLOCK
Open faced time of day clock, in a square metal framing. High torque quartz movement. LR6 (AA) Alkaline 
battery (included) with an approximate viewing distance of 60m for 610mm clock and 80m for 850mm clock. 
Suitable for sports halls and swimming pool areas

CLK/002/STD*   24” (610mm) sq diameter  	£189.46	each
CLK/003/STD*   33.5” (850mm) sq diameter  	£294.88	each

PACE CLOCK
24” (610mm) diameter open face pace clock with silver metal framing and sweeping second hand

CLK/016/STD*   Battery quartz movement 	£197.10	each
CLK/017/STD*   Mains powered   	£252.10	each

BLACK PLASTIC CASED CLOCK
Black plastic cased clock with a shatterproof front lens. Clear 12 hour dial with an approximate viewing
distance of 60m. Quartz movement with LR6 (AA) Alkaline battery (included)

CLK/006/STD* 	 24” diameter (610mm) 	 	£213.91	each
CLK/008/STD* 	 19” diameter (490mm) 	 	£100.84	each

PLASTIC CASED CLOCK – RADIO CONTROLLED MOVEMENT
White plastic cased clock with shatterproof front lens, white dial with black Arabic numerals with hour, minute 
and second hands. Fitted with the battery (batteries included) extended life radio control clock movement 
– up to 4 years for 12” and up to 5 years for 16.5” (maintains 100% time keeping accuracy and automatically 
updates for summer/winter time changes providing a signal is being received – see website for details)

CLK/018/STD*   12” (303mm) diameter 	£36.67	each
CLK/019/STD*   16.5” (420mm) diameter   	£51.95	each

WIRE GUARD
Wire guard/protective metal grill, white coating with 4 fixing points to the wall (plugs and screws included)

CLK/001/WIR*	 For 400/450mm clocks  	£64.17	each
CLK/002/WIR*	 For 600/610mm clocks  	£82.51	each
CLK/003/WIR*	 For 850mm clocks  	£113.06	each
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